




copyright and 
economic 

development



the more, the 
better?



hola!



previously...



copyright term 
extension



burden of proof is 
on extending 

copyrights



exceptions and 
limitations



three-step rule is 
not a religion



civil enforcement



some proposals 
undermines basic 

law principles



deterrence level
pre-established 

damages
lawyer fees

information possesed

due process of law?
proportionality?

privacy?
equality before the law?



back to
business



copyright and economic 
development: the more, 

the better?



copyright as public policy 
for economic
development



copyright
basics



creation and culture are 
complex activities



long before 1710 
there was creation



copyright did not created 
art nor culture nor 

information nor software



provided incentives



aligning creators 
interests

(surviving)



public interests
(have more and better 

works)



but at a cost...



monopoly



“exclusive economic 
rights”



this state-created 
monopoly needs limits



since a monopoly tend to 
produce less and 

charge more



limited privilege



threshold (originality)
formalities

protection terms
exceptions and limitations



balance



not only the 
creators-industry-audience 

balance



not only the 
human rights

 balance



but also
an economic

 balance



more copyright does not 
equal economic development



because more copyright 
takes us to an inefficiency 

road



away from opening markets 
to competition and, 

therefore, development



too much exclusive rights 
creates problems



“right to import”



control and abusing over 
global markets



collecting societies



overlapping rights
abusive rates



broadcasting rights



related rights



innovation
information flow
“anticommons”



ISP liability and cooperation



vertical integration
crossed subsidies



TPM



“tie ins”
competition threats
captive consumers



while there is a content 
industry

(creativity, brought to you 
by copyright?)



there is also a public 
domain / fair use industry



challenge



produce evidence-based 
public policy



“reliable data about scale and 
trends is surprisingly scarce”

Hargreaves report



(small note on patents)



approach from industry 
POV



US



IP-intensive industries 
directly and indirectly supply 
55.7 million U.S. jobs, 46% of 
private sector employment. 

(Global Intellectual Property Center: "IP Creates Jobs for America," 
NDP Consulting, May 2012.)





The 26 patent-intensive 
industries accounted for 3.9 

million jobs in 2010, while 
the 13 copyright-intensive 

industries provided 5.1 
million jobs



A substantial share of IP-intensive 
employment in the United States 

was in the 60 trademark-intensive 
industries, with 

22.6 million jobs in 2010



trademark-intensive 
industries?



Fair Use Studies



interesting advances



USA



CCIA



estimated $4.4 trillion in revenue
1/6 of total U.S. GDP

employing more than 17 million workers



Australia



ADA





“The economic contribution possible under a 
more flexible regime is shown by the success 

of companies such as Apple, Facebook and 
YouTube. However in Australia, as the Lateral 

Economics reports demonstrate, these 
businesses are exposed to greater risk of 

liability for copyright violations. This means 
that Australia is not a natural home for 
innovation and it reduces our ability to 

compete globally.”



Singapore





built from an actual copyright 
reform



€ 2.27 billion – total 
increase in value-added of 
private copying industries 
in Singapore after fair use 

policy amendments







the case:
need for 

flexibilities













TPP framework?



thank you!
¡gracias!



further 
information

www.derechosdigitales.org
francisco@derechosdigitales.org
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